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Abstract 

A group ring code is a kind of code which is made up of group 

ring structure. Every group ring code over a dihedral group for 

given sub-module becomes equivalent to some of group ring 

code over cyclic group for a given suitable other sub-module 

for integer n=3, 4, 5,…,n. But an F2[C4]-code cannot be an 

F2[D4]-code. Every cyclic code has spanning set. Due to this 

reason every dihedral group ring code is equivalent to some of 

cyclic group ring code up to adjustable permutations. Thus it is 

a bijective equivalent mapping, this means there is a bijective 

mapping from F2[D2n]-codes  to F2[C2n]-code. If fu be the 

require mapping, and hence fu(C𝐷2𝑛
(𝑧, N)) →  C𝐶2𝑛

(𝑧, M) for 

n=3,4,5,….,n. Such type of coding concept is utilized in 

communication areas to transmit information and to maintain 

secrecy.  

Keywords: Group rings, cyclic group, dihedral group, group 

ring codes, bijective mapping, spanning set, sub-module. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let us suppose that G be a finite group and R be a ring. Then a 

group ring R[G] is a set of all collection of linear combination 

as, R[G]={ ∑ 𝑎𝑔∈𝐺 g|ag∈R}. It has a ring structure as well as a 

free module structure. When we construct a code with the help 

of group ring structure R[G] then it is termed as a group ring 

code. We have observed that a famous code G24 is a group ring 

code over dihedral group D24 as well as a group ring code over 

a cyclic group C24.Based on a condition, it is found that each 

binary group ring code over a dihedral group becomes 

equivalent to binary group ring code over a cyclic group. In this 

research paper we have taken a binary group ring codes which 

is also denoted as F2[G]-code. Here F2 is a finite field of order 

2 and G is a group. Let us suppose that W be a sub-module of 

F2[G]  and z ∈F2[G].Then a mapping fu: W→F2[G] such that 

fz(x)=zx is termed as group ring coding function which is given 

by Hyrley,2009. The image fz will be denoted by CG(𝑧, W) and 

will be called F2[G]-code with generator z relative to the sub-

module W. Thus we have CG(𝑧, 𝑊) is a set as {zx|x∈W}. 

2. A BRIEF HISTORY 

In 1967 first of all group ring codes were discussed by Berman. 

He associated every cyclic code to a group algebra R[G]  over  

a cyclic group as well as every Reed-Muller code to a  group 

algebra R[G] over an elementary abelian 2-group. After that 

Mac William in 1969 had worked on the class of codes which 

are associated to group rings R[G] over dihedral groups. In 

1983 Charpin found that every extended Reed-Solomon code 

can be taken as an ideal of some modular group algebras. In 

1992 Landrock and Manz as well as in 2008 Mc-Loughlin and 

Hurley had shown the extended Golay code, as to be group ring 

codes. In 2000, Hughes had defined a group ring code as an 

ideal in a group ring. Fu and Feng. 2009; Jitman et al.,2010; 

Wong and Ang,2013; Hurley, 2014 had studied on group ring 

codes, such as self-orthogonal group ring codes, checkable 

group ring codes. In 2006 Hurley invented the isomorphism 

between a group ring and a ring of matrices.  He by doing so 

upgrades the encoding method of group ring for codes in 2009. 

The group ring codes which were found by Hurley are of two 

types.  (1). Sub-modules of their corresponding group rings (2). 

Ideals of given group rings. In this paper we have discussed on 

group ring encoding method which was suggested by Hurley.  

In 2008, Mc-Loughlin and Hurley in a paper had shown, the 

extended binary Golay code G24 as a group ring code over the 

dihedral group D24. But in this paper we have found that the 

famous code G24 can be regarded as a group ring codes in two 

ways. (a). Golay code G24 is a group ring codes over a dihedral 

group D24 (b). Golay code G24 is a group ring codes over a 

cyclic group C24. We have found that every binary group ring 

code over a dihedral group D6 is equivalent to a binary group 

ring code over a cyclic group C8. 

3. Some basic definitions used in this paper: 

a) If z = ∑ 𝑎gi∈𝐺 gigi ∈ F2[G] is the F2[G]-matrix as [𝑎gn−1,gn
]nxn. 

Then the rank of z will be the rank of the F2[G]-matrix  for 

z. 

b) Let us suppose that z∈ F2[G], then the support of z will be 

defined as the set, supp(b)={g ∈ G|ag  ≠ 0. 

c) The weight of z will be defined as wt(z)= |supp(z)|. 

d) If z ∈ F2[G]. Then every element of the form zx ∈ F2[G], x 

∈ G has the same rank as z. 

e) Every ith row in F2[G]-matrix of z will be understood with 
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element giz∈ F2[G] and the rank of z will be the maximum 

number of linearly independent elements in {g1z, g2z, 

g3z,……., gnz}. 

f) Let us take z ∈ F2[G] and rank(z)=k, then dimension of any 

F2[G]-code generated by z will be at most up to k, also the 

dimension of CG(z, G) will be equal to k. 

g) Let us choose Y as a sub-module of F2[G]  and z  ∈  F2[G]. 

Now a function fz: Y →F2[G] such that fz(x)=z x  is termed 

as a group ring encoding function. The mapping of fz will be 

denoted as CG(b, Y)  is known as F2[G]-code with generator 

b with respect to the sub-module Y. Hence we can say that 

CG(z, Y) will the set {zx|x∈ Y}. 

4. Important results related to this paper: 

(a) Group ring over a cyclic group Cn: Group ring codes over 

a cyclic group are important, because they are easy to use for 

efficient error detection and correction. Let us suppose that 

there be a cyclic group Cn = {g|gn=1}, and consider a shift 

mapping  𝜑 (a1, a2, a3, ………,an)=an, a1, a2,…….,an-1 is also 

termed as shift cyclic mapping.                                                  

Definition: Let there be a set {p1, p2, p3,……,pk} ⊆ F2
𝑚 is called 

a shift set if each pi= 𝜑𝑖
𝑚(𝑝1 )for some positive integer mi. 

4(a).Proposition:  Let us suppose that G={g1, g2, ….., gn}, then 

F2[G]-code is equivalent  to a binary group ring code over a 

cyclic group  of order n if only if the associated linear code has 

spanning set that is equivalent to a shift set.                                     

Proof: Let us suppose that Cn={1, g, g2,…..,gn} be a cyclic 

group and CG(z, N)  is F2[G]-code. This is equivalent to group 

ring code Ccm(p, M) over a cyclic group Cn. pM̅̅ ̅̅  is linear shift 

set  which span the linear code  Cc̅̅ ̅n(p, M). As we have observed 

that Cg(z, N)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   is equivalent to Ccn(p, M)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅. Thus we can say  that 

the linear code 𝐶̅G(z, N) has the spanning set equivalent to pM̅̅ ̅̅ . 

Let us suppose that CG(z, N) be an F2[G]-code and CG(z, N)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is 

a spanning set which will be equivalent to a shift set 𝑆̅ = 

{p1̅̅ ̅,p2,̅̅̅̅ ……..,pk̅̅ ̅} here each p1̅̅ ̅ = a1a2…….an and we have for 

some positive integers mi  there exist    pl̅ =πmi(pi)̅̅ ̅̅ .The set S̅ 

can be regarded as the sets{p1, p2, ……….., pk} here each p1= 

a1+a2g+……….+angn-1  pi = p1gmi, this spans the F2[Cn]-code. 

Thus, we have seen that CG(z, N) is equivalent to a binary cyclic 

group ring code. 

4(b).Proposition:  Let b∈ F2[G] and x∈G, for an arbitrary N ⊆
 G such that CG(zx, N′) =CG(z, N). Then the code CG(zx, G) is 

same as the code CG(z, G).                                                                                    

Proof: Let us take a set N= {gk1
, gk2

, ………, gkt
}⊆G. Then 

the code over group G regarding field F2, will be as 𝐶𝐺(𝑧, N)= 

ΓF2
{zgk1

, zgk2
, ………,zgkt

}. Now for each i = 1, 2, 3,..,t  there 

will be unique ghi
 = gki

.  Therefore, CG(z, N) =ΓF2
{z(xgh1

), 

z(xgℎ2
),………,z(xgℎ𝑡

)} =ΓF2
{zx(gh1

),zx(gh2
),…..,zx(ght

)} 

= CG(zx, N′), here N’={gh1
, gh2

,…….,ght
}⊆ G. Similarly we 

have, CG(zx, G)= ΓF2
{z(xg1),z(xg2),…..,z(xgn)}= 

ΓF2
{zg1,zg2,…..,zgn}=CG(z, G).  

4(c).  Proposition:  Let us suppose that b∈ F2and x∈ G. Now 

we choose any arbitrary N⊆G, such that there exists N’⊆G so 

that we have CG(zx, N′) =CG(z, G). 

 Proof: Let us take N= {gk1,
 gk2

,……… gkt
} then code so 

formed will be, CG(z, N)=ΓF2
(zgk1

, zgk2,……..,zgkt
}. 

Thus for each i=1, 2, 3…t, there exists unique zghi
 = gki

 

Therefore, we have, CG(z, N) = ΓF2
{z(xgh1

), z(xgh2
), z(xgh3

), 

……,z(xght
)}.= ΓF2

{zx(gh1
),...,zx(ght

)}=CG(zx, N′). Here,      

N’= {gh1
, gh2

, … . . , ght
}⊆G. Similarly we have,CG(ΓF2

(z(xg1), 

z(xg2), ….,z(xgn ))=CG(𝑧, G). 

5. Discussion on the relation between the group ring codes 

over dihedral groups D2n as well as the group rings codes 

over cyclic groups C2n:  

Let us suppose that D2n be a dihedral group and C2n be a cyclic 

group of order 2 as D2n= {a, b|an=b2=1, ba=a-1b}and  

C2n={g|g2n=1}.  In this paper we take the listing of D2n  as  

{1,a,a2,….,an-1,b,ba,ba2,….,ban-1}  and the listing of C2n as 

{1,g,g2,g3,……..,g2n-1}. 

Our main aim in this paper is for F2[D2n]-code CD2n
(q, N), to 

find suitable p∈ F2[C2n] such that the F2[C2n]-code CC2n
(p, M) 

become equivalent to CD2n
(q, N). As we have found that an 

F2D2n-code CD2n
(q, M)  is equivalent to an F2C2n-code if there 

exists a permutation of such type that the set qN̅̅ ̅̅  is a shift  set. 

There is a requirement of a technical result to proceed further 

in this paper. We fix an element z = ∑ αia
i +n−1

i=0 βibai ∈
F2[D2n], as well as N={ai1, ai2,….,ail,baj1 ,baj2 ,…..,bajk}.Let 

us suppose that z’=∑ αia
in−1

i=0 +(βibai)at and N’={ai1, 

ai2,…..,ail,baj1+t,baj2+t,….,bajk+t} for some integer t. We will 

do permutation on coordinates that will fix i∈ {1,2,3,…,n} and 

we will map n+k→n+(t+k)mod n for k∈{1,2,3,…n}. Now we 

have,  

1     2…..n        n+1                 n+2                   …….2n                                                                          

1     2 ….n   n+(t+1)mod n  n+(t+2)mod n…   n+(t+n)mod n 

 

As we observe that the linear code CD2n
(z′, N′)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ is same that 

of CD2n
(z, N)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅.Thus it is clear that, CD2n

(z′, N′) will be 

equivalent to code CD2n
(z, N).                                                                    

5(a)  Let us suppose that z=∑ αi
n−1
i=0 ai + βibai ∈F2[D2n] and 

z’=∑ αi
n−1
i=0 ai + (βibai)at for some integers t. Then we have,                                                           

(1). Every group ring code which is generated by z’ will be 

equivalent to some group ring code generated by z.                       

(2). Every group ring code generated by z’x here x∈ D2𝑛 will 

be equivalent to some group ring codes, which are generated by 

z.  

6. Equivalence between F2[D2n] and F2[C2n]  for n=3, 4: 

If we take group ring code CD2n
(z, N)  of F2[D2n] which has z 

as an element with wt(z)=w as well as rank(z)=k and try to 

make it equivalent to F2[C2n]. So we choose an element 

p∈F2[C2n] such that the wt(p)=w and rank of p equal to or 

greater than k, then CD2n
(z, N) will be equivalent to CC2n

(p, M) 

as N⊆D2n and M⊆C2n. 

Let us take two elements b and p of F2[D6] as well as F2[C6] 

respectively.  Let us choose z=1+a+b+ba of rank 2 while 

p=1+g+g2+g4 of rank 5. Then code CD6
(1 + a + b + ba, {1, a}) 

=ΓF2
(1 + a + b + ba, a + a2 + ba + ba2) can be regarded as 

code ΓF2
(110110,011011). While the code CC6

(1 + g +

g2 +g4,{1,g})=ΓF2
  (1+g+g2+g4,g+g2+g3+g5) will be regarded 

as ΓF2
 (111010,011101}.  Thus we can show that above two 

codes can be made equivalent by making permutation of digits.  
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Let the elements 1+a+a2+b∈F2[D6] and 1+g∈F2[C6] are of rank 

5 but different weight. It can be shown that codes from both 

group rings can be made equivalent with all F2
6  elements of 

even weight.  

6(a). Dihedral code over field F2   (F2[D6]-code)  versus cyclic 

code over field F2   (F2[C6]-code): 

We will do partition of F2[D6]. We will use the proposition 4(c) 

and 4(d) for a fixed z∈ F2[D6] , we collect all the elements z’ 

of F2[D6], such that every group ring code generated by z’ will 

be equivalent to a code generated by z. It will be denoted by a 

set Au. Therefore the set Au = {[∑ αia
i +2

i=0

βi(bai)at]x|t∈{0,1,2},x∈ D6}. Then we have partition P = {Au 

|z∈ U}, where U = {0,1,1+a, 1+b, 1+a+b, 1+a+a2, 1+a+a2+b, 

1+a+b+ba,1+a+a2+b+ba, 1+a+a2+b+ba+ba2} is all elements of 

each component in partition P. Here every non-zero element z∈
U has 1 in their support.  

6(b).Table of Partition P of F2[D6] 

z∈F2[D6] Au |Au| 

0 {0} 1 

1 {x|x∈D6} 6 

1+a {(1+a)x|x∈D6} 6 

1+b {(1+b)x,(1+ba)x,(1+ba2)x|x=1,a,a2} 9 

1+a+b 
{(1+a+b)x,(1+a+ba)x,(1+a+ba2)x|x

D6} 
18 

1+a+a2 {(1+a+a2)x|x=1,b} 2 

1+a+a2+b {(1+a+a2+b)x|x∈D6} 6 

1+a+b+ba 
{1+a+b+ba)x,(1+a+ba+ba2)x,(1+a+

b+ba2)x|x=1,a.a2} 
9 

1+a+a2+b+ba {(1+a+a2+b+ba)x|x∈D6} 6 

1+a+a2+b+ba+ba2 {1+a+a2+b+ba+ba2} 1 

                                                                                         64 

Since, every code which is generated by an element in Au is 

equivalent to some code that is generated by z. So we will have 

to prove that every F2[D6]-code  generated by z∈ U/{0} will be 

equivalent to some F2[C6]-code. Therefore we have to put focus 

on those codes whose generator will be z∈ U/{0} and which 

are starting from this point. 

Categorisation of all the elements u of U/ {0} 

 according to their weight as well as rank. 

6(c). Categorisation Table of Elements in U 

Wt. z∈ 𝐔\{𝟎} Rank 

1 1 6 

2 1+a 4 

2 1+b 3 

3 1+a+b 4 

3 1+a+b2 2 

4 1+a+a2+b 5 

4 1+a+b+ba 2 

5 1+a+a2+b+ba 6 

6 1+a+a2+b+ba+ba2 1 

Now, we choose z∈F2[D6] such that pz∈F2[C6], such that every 

group ring code with generator with generator z is equivalent 

to some other group ring code generated by pz.  

 

6(d). Comparison Table between U∈F2[D6] and  

Vu∈F2[C6] with  Respect to Weight and Rank: 

Wt z∈F2[D6] Pz∈F2[C6] Rank 

1 1 1 6 

2 1+a 1+g2 4 

2 1+b 1+g3 3 

3 1+a+b 1+g+g2 4 

3 1+a+a2 1+g2+g4 2 

4 1+a+a2+b 1+g+g2+g4 5 

4 1+a+b+ba 1+g+g3+g4 2 

5 1+a+a2+b+ba 1+g+g2+g3+g4 6 

6 1+a+a2+b+ba+ba2 1+g+g2+g3+g4+g5 1 

Now, we want to show that every F2[D6]-code with generator u 

will be an F2[C6]-code with generator pz for equivalence 

condition. We will produce an example to clear comparison.  

Let us suppose that there be an F2[D6]-codes CD6
(1 + a, N) here 

an arbitrary subset N⊆D6. It is noted that wt(1+a)=2 and 

rank(1+a)=4. From above table 5(c) the element 1+g2 ∈ F2[D6] 

has same weight and rank as 1+a.  

We will remember a code word of the form ∑ αi
2
i=0 ai + βibai ∈  

F2[D6]  can traced as the binary code word α0,α1, α2, β0, β1, β2 

while the coed word of the form ∑ ωi
5
i=0 gi ∈ F2[C6] can traced 

as the binary code word ω0, ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5. Again we have 

a spanning set (1+a, N) of code CD6
(1 + a, N) which similar to 

that of the cyclic code CC6
(1 + g2, M)  with spanning set (1+g2) 

M Now we can choose M such that CD6
(1+a, N) and CC6

(1 +

g2,, M) are equivalent. 

 

6(e).Table for Binary Representation of (1+a)D6  as well as 

(1+g2)C6: 

 x∈D6       (1+a)x      (𝟏 + 𝐚)𝒙̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅      y∈ 𝐂𝟔    (1+g2)y    𝟏 + 𝐠𝟐)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

1 1+a 110000 1 1+g2 101000 

a a+a2 011000 g2 g2+g4 001010 

a2 1+a2 101000 g4 1+g4 100010 

b b+ba2 000101 g5 g+g5 010001 

ba b+ba 000101 g g+g3 010100 

ba2 ba+ba2 000011 g3 g3+g5 000101 

 

As we know that the permutation group    123456   can be  

                                                                    135242 

written as (2354) also this shows that the two sets of binary 

code words are same.            

Because these binary codes are same. Thus by permutation we 

can say that for every N subset of D6, we can easily find a sub 
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set M of C6 such that CD6
(1 + a, N) is equivalent to  CC6

(1 +

g2, M). 

 We can easily explain it by an example as, let us suppose that 

f be a bijective mapping. Then f(1)=1,  f(a)= g2 ,  f(a2)= g4,  

f(b)=g5,  f(ba)=g,  f(ba2)=g3 . Thus we can say that, f(N)=M. 

Now we will show permutation arrangement of each element 

in F2[D6] to the corresponding element of F2[C6]. Through this 

table we will be able to know that every element of F2]D6]  that 

is u∈ U/{0} will be written as equivalent to every 

corresponding element of pz∈ F2[C6], such that 1∈supp(pz), 

wt(pz)=wt(z), and  rank(pz)=rank(z). 

 

6(f).  Permutation Table from 𝐂𝐃𝟔
(𝐳, 𝐃𝟔) to 𝐂𝐂𝟔

(𝐩𝐳,𝐂𝟔): 

z∈U/{0}∈F2[C6] Pz∈F2[C6] Permutations 

1 1 (2354) 

1+a 1+g2 (2354) 

1+b 1+g3 (2356) 

1+a+a2 1+g2+g4 (2354) 

1+a+b 1+g+g2 (2354) 

1+a+a2+b 1+g+g2+g4 (2354) 

1+a+b+ba 1+g2+g3+g5 (2354) 

1+a+a2+b+ba 1+g+g2+g3+g4 (2354) 

1+a+a2+b+ba+ba2 1+g+g2+g3+g4+g5 (2354) 

7. Theorem: every F2[D6]-Code is a F2[C6]-Code is 

Equivalent under Permutation: 

Proof:  Let us suppose that u’ be a non-zero element of F2[D6] 

and N’ be a non-empty set of D6. So the code formed F2[D6]-

code as CD6
(z′, N′).The element z’∈Au for some z∈ U/{0}. 

Therefore, from preposition 4(a) & 4(b) we have  CD6
(z′, N′) is 

equivalent to some F2[C6]-code CC6
(z, N) for some N⊂D6. 

Since CD6
(z, N) is equivalent to some F2[C6]-code CC6

(p, M). 

By transitivity the code CD6
(z′, N′) is equivalent to some 

F2[C6]-code CC6
(p, M).  

8. F2[D6]-code  versus  F2[C6]-code: 

Let us choose a dihedral group of order 8 as D8= {a,b|a4=b2=1, 

ba=a-1b} and cyclic group of order 8 will be written as, C8 

={g|g8=1}. 

Just like in F2[D6]-code we have, for fixed z=∑ αia
i +3

i=0

βibai ∈ F2[D8], we will group all elements z’ in F2[D8] such 

that every group ring code generated by z’ will be equivalent to 

a code generated by z into a set denoted by Az= {[∑ αia
i +3

𝑖=0

βi(bai)atx|t ∈ {0,1,2,3), 𝑥 ∈ D8  }. Let us suppose that there be 

a set P= {Au |z∈ U} which makes a partition of F2[D8]. Here, 

U= {0, 1, 1+a, 1+a2, 1+b, 1+a+a2, 1+a2+b, 1+a+b, 1+a+a2+a3, 

1+a+a2+b, 1+a2+b+ba2, 1+a+b+ba, 1+a+b+ba2, 1+a+a2+a3+b, 

1+a+a2+b+ba2, 1+a+a2+b+ba+ba2, 1+a+a2+a3+b+ba+ba2, 

1+a+a2+a3+b+ba+ba2+ba3}, it is noted that every element z∈U 

is the representative element of each component in partition set 

P. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                   9. Partition Set P of F2[D8] 

z∈F2[D8] Az |Az| 

0 {0} 1 

1 {x|x∈D8} 8 

1+a {(1+a)x|x∈D8 8 

1+a2 {(1+a2)x|x=1,a,b,ba} 4 

1+b {(1+bai)x|i∈{0,1,2,3},x=1,a,a2,a3} 16 

1+a+a2 {(1+a+a2)x|x∈D6} 8 

1+a2+b {(1+a2+bai)x|i∈{0,1,2,3},x=1,a,b,ba} 16 

1+a+b {(1+a+bai)x|i∈{0,1,2,3},x∈D8} 32 

1+a+a2+a3 {(1+a+a2+a3)x|x=1,b} 2 

1+a+a2+b {(1+a+a2+bai)x|i∈{0,1,2,3},x∈D8} 32 

1+a2+b+ba2 {[1+a2+(b+ba2)ai]x|i∈(0,1),x=1,a} 4 

1+a+b+ba {[1+a+(b+ba)ai]x|i∈{0,1,2,3},x=1,a,a2,a3} 16 

1+a+b+ba2 {[1+a+(b+ba2)ai]x|i∈{0,1},x∈D8} 16 

1+a+a2+a3+b {(1+a+a2+a3+bai)x|i∈{0,1,2,3},x=1,b} 8 

1+a+a2+b+ba {[1+a+a2+(b+ba2)ai]x|i∈{0,1},x∈D8} 16 

1+a+a2+a3+b+ba {[1+a+a2+(b+ba)ai]x|i∈{0,1,2,3},x∈D8} 32 

1+a+a2+a3+b+ba2 {[1+a+a2+a3+(b+ba)ai]x|i∈{0,1,2,3},x=1,b} 8 

1+a+a2+b+ba+ba2 {[1+a+a2+(b+ba2)ai]]x|i∈(0,1),x=1,b} 4 

1+a+a2+a3+b+ba+ba2 {[1+a+a2+(b+ba+ba2)ai]x|i∈{0,1,2,3},x=1,a,a2,a3
 16 

1+a+a2+a3+b+ba+ba2+ba3 {(1+a+a2+a3+b+ba+ba2)x|x∈D8 8 

1+a+a2+a3+b+ba+ba2+ba3 {1+a+a2+a3+b+ba+ba2+ba3} 1 

  256 

 

Now we categorize all the elements z∈ U/{0} according to their weight and rank. Now we choose pz ∈ F2[C8] such that 
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1∈supp(vu), wt(z)=wt(pz), as well as rank(pz)=rank(z). Under 

bijective mapping we seek for all non-zero z∈U except 

z=1+a+a2+b there exist elements pz∈ F2[C8]. Now we find the 

permutations that send CD8
(z, D8) to CC8

(pz,C8), except 

z=1+a+a2+b. 

 

 

10. Table for Permutations that Sends  

𝐂𝐃𝟖
(𝐳, 𝐃𝟖) to 𝐂𝐂𝟖

(𝐩𝐳,𝐂𝟖) 

Wt. z∈F2[D8] Pz∈F2[C8] Rank Permutation on 

coordinates 

1 1 1 8 (235)(476) 

2 1+a 1+g2 6 (235)(476) 

2 1+a2 1+g4 4 (235)(476) 

2 1+b 1+g4 4 e 

3 1+a+a2 1+g2+g4 8 (235)(476) 

3 1+a2+b 1+g2+g4 8 (235)(476) 

3 1+a+b 1+g+g2 8 (235)(476) 

4 1+a+a2+a3 1+g2+g4+g6 2 (235)(476) 

4 1+a2+b+ba2 1+g2+g4+g6 2 e 

4 1+a+b+ba 1+g+g4+g5 3 e 

4 1+a+a2+a3+b 1+g2+g+g5 6 (235)(476) 

5 1+a+a2+a3+b 1+g2+g4+g6+g 8 (235)(476) 

5 1+a+a2+b+ba2 1+g2+g4+g6+g 8 e 

5 1+a+a2+b+ba 1+g2+g4+g+g3 8 (235)(476) 

5 1+a+a2+b+ba 1+g2+g4+g+g3 8 (235)(476) 

6 1+a+a2+a3+b+ba 1+g2+g4+g6+g+g3 6 (235)(476) 

6 1+a+a2+a3+b+ba2 1+g2+g4+g6+g+g5 4 (235)(476) 

6 1+a+a2+b+ba+ba2 1+g2+g4+g6+g+g5 4 e 

7 1+a+a2+a3+b+ba+ba2 1+g2+g4+g6+g+g3+g5 8 (235)(476 ) 

8 1+a+a2+a3+b+ba+ba2+ba3 1+g2+g4+g6+g+g3+g5+g7 1 (235)(476) 

 

Now we will discuss on the exceptional case, when the F2[D8]-

codes which has generator in Aw here w=1+a+a2+b. Let us 

consider a code CD8
(w, N′)  of dimension k. If |N’|>k, then 

there exists a subset N⊂N’ with |N|=k such that wN is linearly 

independent and span the same code as wN’, that is 

CD8
(w, N)=CD8

(w, N′).  Thus we will say that with |N|=k and 

wN as basis for code CD8
(w, N) has dimension k with generator 

w. Since w is of rank 4 then the dimension of F2[D8]-codes with 

generator w will be at most 4 (Hurley, 2009). 

 

11. Dimensions of F2[D8]-Code: 

(a).When dimension of F2[D8]-code is 4: 

The code of the largest size in F2[D8] is of dimension 4 which 

is generated by w is CD8
(w, D8). Any 4 linearly independent 

elements in the set wD8 will be the basis of code CD8
(w, D8). 

Hence every code of dimension 4 in F2 [D8] will be same as the 

code CD8
(w, {1, a, a2, a3}) = ԎF2

{w, wa, wa2, wa3} which will 

be recognized with codeCD8
(w, {1, a, a2, a3̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅}) =ԎF2

(S) here, 

S={1110100,01110100,10110010,11010001}. It is noted 

thatCD8
(w, {1, a, a2, a3}̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   will be equivalent to the code 

C=CF2
{11101000,00111010,10001110,10100011} which 

can be denoted as the code CC8
(1 + g + g2 +

g4, {1, g2, g4, g6}).  

(b). When dimension of F2 [D8]-code is 3: 

Les us suppose that N={x, y, z} ⊂ D8 and wN is linearly 

independent. Very first we find the number of F2[D8]-codes of 

dimension 3 with generator w. In next table we describe the 

support of wx for all x∈D8. From this table we can show that 

any three elements in wD8 are linearly independent and so any 

three elements in D8 can form such set N. Thus we will get 

𝐂𝟑
𝟖=56 combinations, which can be obtained from N. 

(c).The support of (1+a+a2+b) x for x∈D8  Supp (wx): 

x∈ D8 1 a a2 a3 b ba ba2 ba3 

1 × × ×  ×    

ba3    ×  × × × 

a  × × ×  ×   

b ×    ×  × × 

a2 ×  × ×   ×  

ba  ×   × ×  × 

a3 × ×  ×    × 

ba2   ×  × × ×  

From above table we have observed that |supp (ai) Ո supp 

(bai−1)|=0 for i= {0, 1, 2, 3}. When we take an element z∈ D8 

here z≠ ai as well as z≠bai−1then we have,|supp 

(ai)Ոsupp(𝑧)|=supp(bai−1Ոsupp(z)|=2.  

 

 

Case1:  Let us suppose that x, y∈N such that |supp(wx)Ո 
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supp(wy)|=0.In this case two elements of N are ai as well as 

bai−1 for i={0,1,2,3} and  the third element is arbitrary 

D8\{𝑎𝑖,bbi−1}. There are total 4×6 =24 sets and N lies in this 

case. So every possible linear code CD8(w, N)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅   which are 

equivalent to C=ԎF2
(11110000, 00001111, 00111100}, 

which will be regarded as code CC8
(1+g+g2+g3,{1,g2,g4}). 

Case2:  Now we take |supp (wx)Ո supp (wy)|=2,  As we have 

observed that from above, |Ո𝑥∈N𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝(wx)| = 1. So there will 

be 
8×6×4

3!
=32 different sets lying in this case. Hence it is clear 

that each linear code CD8(w, N)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ that is 

C=CF2
(11101000,001110010,10001110} will be regarded 

F2[C8]-code CC8
(1 + g + g2 + g4, {1, g2, g4}).Thus we can say 

that every group ring code F2[D8] will be equivalent to some of 

group ring code F2[C8]-code. Hence there is a bijective 

mapping from F2[D8] to F2[C8], when the  dimension of this 

type of group ring is 3. 

(d). When dimension of F2[D8]-code is 2:  

Let us suppose that N={x, y}⊂D8  such that wN will be linearly 

independent. As in previous case we have |supp (wx) Ո supp 

(wy)| will be either 0 or 2. 

Case-1: If we take |supp (wx) Ո supp (wy)|=0, then will be 

equivalent to C= ԎF2
{11110000, 00001111}, which is 

regarded as the code CC8
(1 + g + g2 + g,3{1, g4}).  

Case-2: If we take |supp (wx) Ո supp (wy)|=2, then CD8(w, N)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 

will be equivalent to C=CC8
(1 + g + g2 + g3,{1,g2}). Thus we 

have found that every F2[D8]-code with generator w will be 

equivalent to some of F2[C8]-code Therefore, we can say that, 

there is a bijective mapping from F2[D8]-code to that of F2[C8] 

–code when code is 2 in such group rings.  

12. Conjecture: 

every F2[D2n]-code will be equivalent to some of F2[C2n]-code 

for integer n=3,4,5…n. 

13. Generalization: 

First of all we have found that every F2[D6]-code is equivalent 

to some of F2[C6]-code. Similarly, we have got that every 

F2[D8]-code is equivalent to some of F2[D8]-code. In similar 

way, we can obtain that every F2[D10]-code is equivalent to 

some of F2[C10]-code. Thus, we will generalize that every 

F2[D2n]-code will be equivalent to some of F2[C2n]-code for 

integer n=3,4,5…n. 

Hence, there is bijective mapping from F2[D2n] to that of some 

F2[C2n]. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

We found that every group ring code over a cyclic group has a 

spanning shift set. Thus under such spanning shift set and by 

choosing suitable generator and appropriate sub-module up to 

adjustable permutations, every F2[D2n]-code will be equivalent 

to some of F2[C2n]-code. But it is not clear whether the converse 

is true. We have also, there exist an F2[C4]-code which can 

never be an F2[D4]-code.  There are some group ring code 

which are not a group ring code over a cyclic group.  
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